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EDITORIAL

Chirality and the mode of action of anaesthetics
non-competitive antagonist (more specifically a chan-Chirality literally means ‘handedness’ and has been
nel blocker) at NMDA receptors [2], while its antipoderecognized as the cause of optical isomerism for about
may be a partial agonist. In addition, the phar-120 years. The phenomenon is caused by the presence
macokinetic processes of distribution, plasma proteinof an asymmetric centre in the chemical structure of
binding, metabolism and elimination may be stereo-drugs; this centre is usually a carbon atom with four
selective and differ with the two isomeric forms; onedifferent substituent atoms or groups. Drugs with this
form may be more extensively metabolized, undergotype of structure (chiral drugs) can exist as right-
chiral inversion to its enantiomer or inhibit itshanded and left-handed forms, which are non-su-
metabolism [3].perimposable mirror images; they are commonly

In some instances, differences between the activityknown as R and S isomers (from the Latin words
of enantiomers may be of practical significance. Forrectus and sinister). R and S stereoisomers have al-
example, there are important differences between themost identical physical and chemical properties, but
two enantiomers of ketamine; S-ketamine is ap-rotate polarized light in opposite directions; con-
proximately three times as potent as R-ketamine andsequently, they are responsible for the phenomenon
produces adequate anaesthesia in a higher proportion

of optical isomerism. The stereoisomers are also
of patients. In addition, S-ketamine causes sig-

known as enantiomers (i.e. substances of opposite
nificantly less psychotic emergence reactions and agit-

shape) and are sometimes identified by their direction
ated behaviour and better perioperative analgesia and

of optical rotation, using the prefixes (+) and (–), or
amnesia than its enantiomer [4,5]. It is now generally

(d) and (l). Equal mixtures of the two forms (racemic accepted that ketamine would be a more useful and
mixtures) have no optical activity [1]. a more commonly used drug if it were available as

Many chiral drugs are used in anaesthetic practice, an S-isomer, rather than as a racemic mixture [6,7].
including most inhalational and intravenous agents, Similarly, S-bupivacaine appears to have less CNS
and some local anaesthetics. In most cases, they are toxicity and cardiotoxicity than its enantiomer [8] and
used as equal, racemic mixtures of R and S en- may produce a longer duration of sensory blockade
antiomers, because they are usually synthesized in after extradural administration than racemic
this form from achiral precursors. Although the R and bupivacaine [9]; its clinical properties appear to be
S isomers have the same substituent atoms or groups, generally similar to its close analogue ropivacaine.
they occupy different positions in space (i.e. they Both drugs illustrate the principle that local
have a different configuration). Consequently, the two anaesthetics with the S configuration appear to have
enantiomers may form different spatial relationships considerable practical advantages.
in the asymmetric environment of receptors and en- Both S-ketamine and S-bupivacaine are currently

under investigation in man and should be availablezymes, which are almost entirely composed of l-
for clinical practice in the near future. Their in-amino-acids with stereoselective properties. In these
troduction will reflect the current tendency for theconditions, there may be significant differences in their
introduction of chiral drugs as single isomer pre-pharmacodynamic activity and their pharmacokinetic
parations (as typified by ropivacaine and ci-properties (i.e. the two enantiomers may show ster-
satracurium). Indeed, in the future, it seems probableeoselectivity). Differences in the potency of ste-
that all chiral anaesthetic drugs will be developed andreoisomers may be related to differences in their
used as the single most active and safest enantiomer,affinity or intrinsic activity at receptor sites; for ex-
rather than as racemic mixtures. There is little to beample, in the case of ketamine, one enantiomer is a
gained by giving drugs as isomeric mixtures when
the technology exists for their preparation and ad-
ministration as single, pure and specificAccepted August 1998
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Clearly, these practical aspects of stereoisomerism enantiomer (the eutomer) compared with the less
active enantiomer (the distomer).are important, as the preparation and use of drugs as

single enantiomers may improve the pharmacological In the light of these considerations, there seems
little doubt that most intravenous agents interact dir-profile of some chiral mixtures. Are studies with the

enantiomers of anaesthetic drugs of any other interest ectly with specific CNS receptors. The enantiomers of
intravenous agents show considerable ster-or importance?

Indeed they are, as current evidence suggests that eoselectivity, which is reflected by significant dif-
ferences in their anaesthetic potencies.they may throw considerable light on the mode of

action of anaesthetic agents. In experimental preparations, the stereospecific
index ranges from 2 to 4 (the barbiturates and ke-It is now almost 100 years since Overton [11] and

Meyer [12] showed independently that the potency of tamine) to 10 to 20 (steroid anaesthetics and
etomidate) [18]. Consequently, intravenous an-many simple hypnotics in tadpoles was closely related

to their solubility in olive oil (relative to their aqueous aesthesia appears to be related primarily to direct
effects on CNS protein receptors (rather than to phys-solubility). Until 1980, most hypotheses of anaesthetic

action were based on the correlation between icochemical effects, non-specific actions or effects on
the relatively achiral membrane phospholipids). Theanaesthetic potency and lipid solubility, suggesting

that inhalational agents acted at hydrophobic sites stereoselectivity of intravenous agents is entirely con-
sistent with their putative effects on post-synapticin the CNS, which were generally considered to be

membrane phospholipids. Non-specific perturbation GABAA receptors [18,19] (or NMDA receptors, in the
case of ketamine) [2].of the lipid membrane then produced secondary ef-

fects on intrinsic or extrinsic proteins (e.g. receptors, The position of inhalational agents is by no means
as clearcut and well-defined. Almost all fluorinatedenzymes or ion channels). In contrast, more recent

work suggests that anaesthetics directly modify pro- anaesthetics (i.e. halothane, enflurane, isoflurane and
desflurane) are chiral compounds and are ad-tein function at concentrations or partial pressures

similar to those present during anaesthesia, implying ministered clinically as racemic mixtures of R and S
enantiomers. Most experimental studies have beenthat primary, specific interactions with receptors or

ion channels are involved [13,14]. carried out with the enantiomers of isoflurane. In some
in vitro systems, some stereoselectivity isUnder these conditions, the enantiomers of

anaesthetic agents can almost be regarded as designer present [20–23]; in other systems, it is absent [15,21,
22,24,25]. Clearly, a more critical criterion is the de-drugs to distinguish between lipid and protein theories

of action, in both in vitro and in vivo situations. The termination of anaesthetic potency in in vivo con-
ditions that approximate to clinical anaesthesia. InitialR and S isomers of chiral drugs have almost identical

physical and chemical properties and usually have in vivo studies demonstrated small but statistically
significant differences in the potency of S- and R-similar lipid solubilities and effects on lipid

bilayers [15,16]. Consequently, if anaesthetic agents isoflurane [22,26], with mean differences of 50–60%;
in both instances, S-isoflurane was the more potentact primarily on membrane phospholipids, the effects

of their enantiomers should be identical. On the other enantiomer (which was consistent with most of the in
vitro evidence). A more recent study from Edmondhand, if anaesthetics interact directly with membrane

proteins, there may be quantitative differences in the Eger and his colleagues in San Francisco [27] failed to
confirm these findings; although there was a tendencyactivity and potency of their enantiomers (as the two

isomers can be expected to form different spatial for the S enantiomer to have a lower minimal alveolar
concentration (MAC) value (i.e. a higher potency), thearrangements in the asymmetric environment of

amino acids and proteins). Marked stereoselectivity differences were not statistically significant. Similarly,
the enantiomers of desflurane do not showbetween drug enantiomers is generally considered to

reflect effects on receptor mechanisms [17]; ste- stereoselectivity [28], possibly because of the rel-
atively low potency of the racemate.reospecific indices of 50–100 or more are not

uncommon [1]. The stereospecific index (eudismic Clearly, there are a number of possible in-
terpretations of these results. They do not, of course,ratio) is the ratio of the activity of the more active
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